Optical monitoring of neuronal activity during spontaneous sharp waves in chronically epileptic human neocortical tissue.
Functional changes in neuronal circuitry reflected in spontaneously occurring synchronous sharp field potentials (SSFP) have been reported to occur in human brain suffering from chronic epileptogenicity but not in primary nonepileptic tissue from peritumoral resectates. Voltage sensitive dyes and fast imaging were used to visualize spontaneously occurring rhythmic depolarizations correlated to SSFP in chronically epileptic human neocortical slices obtained during epilepsy surgery. Localized and spatially inhomogeneous neuronal depolarizations were found to underlie spontaneous SSFP, which remained unchanged and spatially restricted to foci <750 micrometer diam even under epileptogenic (low-Mg(2+)) conditions. In cases where ictaform paroxysmal activity occurred in low-Mg(2+) medium, neuronal depolarizations were wide-spread but still spatially inhomogeneous, and the events were preferentially initiated at distinct foci. The findings suggest that small neuronal networks are able to establish and maintain synchronous rhythmic and epileptiform activity.